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A fox was trotting, one day,
And just above his head,
He saw a vine with lovely grapes,
Rich, ripe and purple-red.

Eager, he tried to snatch the fruit,
But oh! It was too high,
Poor Reynard had to give it up,
And heaving a deep sigh.

He curled his nose and said,
Dear me! I would not waste an hour,
Upon such mean and common fruit,
I’m sure those grapes are sour!

‘Tis thus we often wish thro’ life,
When seeking wealth and power,
And when we fail, say, like the fox,
‘We’re sure the grapes are sour!’

Sandaru Shavindya



Summary of the Poem

This poem is about a fox who sees
a clump of grapes hanging from a
tree and decides to eat them to
quench his thirst. He tries to
jump and get the grapes, but
they are out of reach. Eventually,
the fox determines that the
grapes must be sour and
confidently, yet disappointedly,
walks away.

The moral –

You often hate what you can’t
have



Words to learn

• TROTTING
• SNATCH
• EAGER
• HEAVING
• SIGH



Word Meaning

• trotting - jogging

• snatch - to take something from                 
someone forcefully 

• Reynard  - a fox in old European 
stories, who often behaves 
badly but always escapes 
punishment with his 
cleverness



Question / Answer

Q.1 Where did the fox find the grapes ?
Ans : The fox found the grapes on a vine just above his head one 
day.

Q.2 What did he try to do when he saw them ?
Ans : He tried to snatch them when he saw them.

Q.3 Describe the grapes ?
Ans : The grapes were rich, ripe and purple-red in colour.

Q.4 Who was poor Reynard ?
Ans : The poor Reynard was a fox from old European stories, who 
often behaved badly yet always escaped punishment with his 
cleverness.


